
The Hype of Clubhouse
What it is and what are opportunities and risks?



The Clubhouse hype exploded in January 2021
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What is it?

Fully audio chat based social platform, where users gather in 

discussion rooms about different topics and other users can

passively listen or actively join the discussion.

Where does it come from?

• Feb 2020: Founded by ex-Google and ex-Pinterest entrepreneurs

Paul Davison and Rohan Seth.

• Apr 2020: Started with 1’500 beta users, increased to 3’500 mainly

from the tech/start-up bubble in Sillicon Valley.

• May 2020: Received $10m Series A funding by Andreesen Horowitz,

valued at $100m with not more than 5’000 test users.

• Aug 2020: Rapid expansion and increased support for creators

and endorsement by top CEOs and artists like MC Hammer 

and Kevin Hart – which broadened the user segments.

• Dec 2020: According to New York Times 600k users.

• Jan 2021: Hype exploded incl. Europe, mainly in UK and Germany, 

with -according to founders- 2m active users, despite still 

being an iOS and invite only app.

Series B funding included around 180 investors, the

app is now valued at $1bn.



There are actually just two things to do on Clubhouse
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Drop-in or participate in live chat rooms

Chat rooms are discussions with speakers and moderators where users can
drop-in and listen. By raising the hand, listeners can signal their willing to
participate in discussions and the moderator can grant a speaker place.

There are open and private chat rooms plus closed chat rooms with only
followers or clubs of the moderators and speakers allowed to drop-in.
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There are actually just two things to do on Clubhouse
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Explore to follow other users and join Clubs

Following other users for staying up-to-date with chat rooms they are
participating or dropped-in.

A Club is an exclusive group of users dedicated to a certain interest. Clubs 
are founded by requesting only and get approved if users are hosting chat
rooms often. Users can follow or join Clubs.
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Clubhouse is a 
different breed of

Social Media



Purely live-speaking interactions

No visual presentation possible, not even a messenger function.

Uniquely compared to other Social Media, Clubhouse is only live
and discussions are not recordable to replay in any way.

If you’ve missed it, you missed it.
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Build for long content consumption

Active users experience a high amount of time spent in app
and considering the content is delivered in chat rooms
with at average >1h duration, this is a major difference

to the fast-paced feeds of other Social Media.
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Intimate, authentic atmosphere

By delivering only via voice and only live, Clubhouse is a very
personal and authentic experience unlike other Social Media. 

It’s part of the fascination to listen with this level of intimacy
to celebrities, politicians and other opinion leaders.
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Inmaturity and risks
of Clubhouse



Clubhouse already faces hard
criticism for its policies

Data protection policy

Current data policy in the «terms & conditions» 

allows full access to the smartphone contacts plus 

legitimacy to upload and share to 3rd party which is

against data protection laws, especially in Europe.

App founders have not taken any step so far.

Hate speech policy

High risks of hate speech within the chat rooms with

no policy in place. Reportedly many chat rooms

with racist and populistic speech and an anti-semitic

case already being public.
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Discussions in the app are going widely unchecked

leaving room for distributing extreme world views, 

false facts and conspiracies, especially now reported

on the topic of COVID-19.

Expert critisize there’s not even a possibility for users to

flag conversations and that also in future, it’s near

impossible to really check all chat rooms due to the

live status.

This goes so far, that Clubhouse can actually function

as an exchange platform for criminals or terrorists.
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Can Clubhouse ever control the
content within chat rooms?
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What’s next?



Clubhouse announced new
features and mass opening of
the app

▪ Android version coming March 2021,

opening for public (without invite) mid-year

▪ Creator monetization features like tipping, 

ticketing or subscription models

▪ Advanced creator funding for emerging

Clubhouse influencers

▪ Advanced Trust, Safety & Support teams to

adress public concerns

▪ Improvements and use of localization in ranking

algorithm and discovery area

▪ No brand advertising features yet
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Twitter Spaces is a clone of Clubhouse which is currently

tested. With the ambition to expand the audio focus, Twitter 

acquired podcast listening app Breaker.

Amazon, already into audio with Audible, acquired

Wonderly, an independent podcast producer for $300m.

We might witness a similar development than with Snapchat 

stories, which was copied by all other major platforms and 

became a general Social Media feature.

Investors are currently betting massively on other audio

focused consumer apps, making it predictable to be a 

substantial trend in the next years.
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Clubhouse might be just a starting
point for upcoming audio based
social platforms and features
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The potential of
Clubhouse for brands



A (marketing) convention every day

Participating as a marketeer on clubhouse, feels like visiting
a convention and listen to speakers and round tables.

International and local trends and opinions can be inspiring
and it’s great to network and get in touch with peers.
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Fostering people branding

In the chat rooms, it’s only persons and their opinions.

Brands and companies can not participate directly,
but must rely on representives, like employers and ambassadors.
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Winning as Thought Leaders

Currently and especially in Europe, the app inhabits
more professional and high profile leaders.

Companies and their branded employers can position
themselves with strong opinions in their respective area

and connect with valuable multipliers.
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Connect with a purpose for consumers

Due to the deeper engagement, brands must connect
with a relevant value to consumers on Clubhouse.

Brands can enable discussions and appeal to consumers
by giving the stage to interesting personalities on certain topics.
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Case Study: SEAT Germany takes a chance with music on Clubhouse
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What is needed for brands
to start right away?
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03
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Compliance Check

Are the app’s policies compliant with yours?

Content Check

Do you have a relevant topic to speak about?

Speakers Check

Do you have interesting speakers that attract listeners?

Moderator Check

Do you have an experienced moderator?

Format Check

Can you create a format which is interesting and can be repeated?



Thank you!


